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About This Game

Presenting a new and unique spin on "push block" puzzle gameplay, Luna and the Moonling stars two unlikely friends that must
work together to solve a mystery and save their kingdom. Switch between characters and use teamwork and their unique abilities

to solve the many riddles of the Moon Isles. Don't let the adorable looks fool you though - many brain-twisting challenges lie
ahead!

Venture to the Moon Isles in search of a cure for Luna's father, the king. Along the way she and the Moonling will face many
dangers and helpful creatures as they work their way through the many challenges put in place by the ancients to protect their

secrets.

Inspired by the greatest adventure puzzle games of the past and improved upon with new gameplay and modern visuals, Luna
and the Moonling is meant to be enjoyed by both old-school gamers and newer generations of gamers alike.
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Many hours of challenging, mind-bending puzzles

A joyful and relaxing atmosphere

Optional challenges for every level

Story with cinematics and character voices

Original musical score

Innovative puzzle mechanics and creatures

Designed with future adventures in mind

Full controller and keyboard/mouse support

Created by developers of many award-winning games

Greyborn Studios was founded in 2016 by veteran game developers with many years of combined game development
experience. We’ve helped bring to market numerous award-winning games spanning many popular genres and released on most

major platforms. Games are our passion and lives and we are excited to share that passion with you!
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Title: Luna and the Moonling
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Greyborn Studios
Publisher:
Greyborn Studios
Release Date: 21 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3+

Processor: 2.2GHz Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 6 GB available space

Additional Notes: Try lowering graphics quality and/or resolution in game settings if frame rate is too low.

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Portuguese,Turkish
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Time waster, destory everything on the screen. Not a bad game.. Creative, maze-like, full of traps, surprises & smart enemies
game delivering 'Dark Souls' dungeon raiding vibes. The challenging platforming and smart enemies make the experience more
interesting, because you never know if an enemy is going to parry your attacks and abilities, or chase you until it kills you. You
can also use the environment to your advantage in battles against bosses or mobs, like using higher platforms or luring enemies
into the castle traps.
Dismentaling enemies can be also rewarding. From time to time any type of enemy could drop special items and potions coming
in handy in many situations, like speed up, faster or instant HP regeneration and more.

It's a great game and the determination I felt to defeating the 1st boss says it all!. to hard im keep dieng AND I DONT LIKE IT.
The puzzles are fun, but the jumping feel a little off.. I bought the game just to be able to get the soundtrack in FLAC after I
was listening to it on Spotify.

My favorite is track four: "Is There Anybody Out There".

If you buy the game, get this aswell. Totally worth the 3\u20ac.

Kai Rosenkranz still got it.
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10/10 love to play this again!. For a game that brags about being HTC Vive ready I was supurised to find that it doesn't support
the vive motion controllers. Add to that the fact that the head tracking starting position changes with each mission launch, and
the left and right buttons on the mouse are backwards from the tutorial controls and this game is a hot mess. Not worth the
money.. 10/10 would load screen again. its one of the best games ive ever played so fun it was worth the money. not terrible, but
only a few minutes of gameplay.... This is a creative game beacuse there are many ways you can do the mission
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